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Diminished Chords

1 
Diminished chords do not exist  

A diminished 7th chord is made up of 4 notes a minor third apart.

This makes for a symmetrical chord that is somehow weightless, yet full of 

tension, since you can unravel it and realise it’s made up of 2 tritones.

The above sound can now be seen as 4 possible diminished chords:

       Adim                    Cdim                       F#dim                      D#dim

These chords are found on the  VIIth degree in a minor key, but also are 

totally accepted as a VII in major.  The VII is without any doubt a dominant 

chord, and to now see the above diminished chords as part of an incomplete 

dominant 7b9 chord is only logical.  Using the context to guide us, we can 

decide which of the tritones is the one containing the 3rd and 7th of the so 
called hidden dominant chord, thus providing an harmonic relevance to the 

diminished chord, giving it weight and grounding it.
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If we follow the enharmonic possibilities of the above diminished chords it 

now must be clear which dominant chords lie at their foundation:

        F7b9                    Ab7b9                 D7b9                   B7b9  

The above is an harmonic truth that cannot be ignored. Of course the 

composers of the 18th and 19th century used diminished in abundance as a 
means to modulate.  This means that when presenting the diminished in its 

pure form it is open to enharmonic change - thus to a change of weight and 

direction.

       C△        C#dim    Dmi7             C△        C#dim  =   Gdim      Abmi/Cb
                      A7b9/C#                                    A7b9/C#        Eb7b9/Db         

The composers of the standard tunes we as jazz players use so much, often 

gave weight to the diminished chord by having the melody above the chord 

be the root of the hidden dominant.  With this they completely gave the 

secret away, and made the harmonic relevance clear to the listener.

      Emi7               Ebdim = B7b9/D#     Dmi7              G7
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Of course the title of this chapter is an overstatement.  Diminished chords 

do have a place in harmony, yet in almost all the cases within the standard 

repertoire the diminished chord can be seen as, or is even exposed as an 

incomplete, or even complete dominant 7b9 chord.

The scales:

In principle we can use the symmetrical diminished scale on diminished 

chords.  For clarity I name the 2 diminished scales differently.  The diminished 

scale starts with a whole step; the octatonic scale starts with a half step.  I 
use the diminished scale on the root of the diminished chord; I use the 

octatonic scale on the root of the hidden dominant chord.

                             diminished scale

                             octatonic scale

To separate the nomenclature is purely for practical reasons.  The octatonic 

scale thus belongs to an octatonic dominant chord (    ); the diminished scale 

belongs to a diminished chord. 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2 
The hidden dominants 

The whole idea behind a correct dealing with diminished chords is in fact to 

find their hidden dominants.  Once we do this it means we can now notate 
the chord in a different and more clear way: as an inversion of a 7b9 chord.

       Bdim         C△                      G7b9/B      C△ 

This will make us understand the chord better, it will make us improvise 

differently. It steers us away from the conditioned response of playing a 

diminished scale or diminished lick on the chord - not wrong, yet quite 

meaningless.

I will present you here with all possible diminished chords one can encounter 

in a certain key (C in this case), and give you their hidden dominant.  Once 

the hidden dominant is established, it is good to realise that the root and b10 

of this hidden dominant are the golden notes to play in an improvisation.  The 
composers of standard tunes understood this well, and would often have one 

of these notes be the melody in fact.
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in C major:

Cdim B7b9/C tension towards tonic

C#dim A7b9/C# (  V ) II

Ddim X

D#dim B7b9/D# (  V ) III

Ebdim B7b9/D# moving toward II

Edim C7b9/E (  V ) IV

Fdim G7b9/F V

F#dim B7b9/F# tension towards tonic

Gdim F#7b9/G tension towards  V

G#dim E7b9/G# (  V ) VI

Adim X

Bbdim C7b9/Bb (  V ) IV 
6

Bdim G7b9/B V

It is fascinating to see that the very often used Cdim, Ebdim and F#dim all have 

the same hidden dominant within them: B7b9
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in c minor:

Cdim D7b9/C (  V ) V

Dbdim  C7b9/Db (  V ) IV

Ddim G7b9/D V

Ebdim D7b9/Eb (  V ) V

Edim C7b9/E (  V ) IV

Fdim G7b9/F V

F#dim D7b9/F# (  V ) V

Gdim C7b9/G (  V ) IV

Abdim G7b9/Ab V

Adim D7b9/A (  V ) V

Bbdim C7b9/Bb (  V ) IV

Bdim G7b9/B V

Interesting that in the weak tonality of minor, all diminished chord represent 
three hidden dominants only.  Their resolutions will often be simple 

inversions of one of the degrees in the minor tonality.  It is very rare to find 

diminished chords in minor in the standard repertoire.  Check out some of 

Charlie Haden’s beautiful music though, and you’ll find them.
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The knowledge of the hidden dominant will help the bassist enormously.  

Especially when playing in a 2 beat, the “second” note will be much more 

pleasing to the ear if a relevant note is played; and not the obvious, yet 

terrible sounding b5 of the diminished chord which is actually the 7th of the 

hidden dominant.

      Emi7                   Ebdim              Dmi7                  G7 

       

       Emi7                   B7/D#             Dmi7                   G7 

        Emi7                   B7/D#             Dmi7                   G7 
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3 
The thirteenth 

The discrepancy between the diminished chord and the hidden dominant 

plays itself out in the use of the 13th.  The hidden dominant chord, most often, 

will be an altered chord in its functionality; this implies a b13th.  The 

diminished sound of the chord asks for a diminished scale though, which 

includes a regular 13th.  

The big trap with diminished is that it almost screams for automatic 

responses.  This in terms of colouring the chord - yes, we can simply stack 

another diminished chord on top of it, a whole step above:

And yes, as a result this will create a complete 7  chord on the hidden 

dominant.   And yes, this is not unpleasant to the ear.  But it also sounds over-

full - and there is somehow no weight or importance given to the real colour 

of the chord.
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The same goes for phrases played over a diminished chord.  Yes, any phrase 

that fits can simply be transposed over and over again a minor third up:

These lines do not expose the understanding of the weight of the chord 

whatsoever.  Oh, they work, but seem rather thoughtless.

To look at the issue in a deeper way we will go through an example:

The realisation that (in C) C#dim is in fact an inversion of A7  , leading to 

Dmi - presents us with the dilemma of the 13th.  The function of the chord, 

being a (  V ) II asks for a b13th; the colour of the diminished presentation 

prefers a normal 13th.  Both notes will sound good if presented in a musical 
way.  I give you some examples:

1) Using the 13th as a chromatic embellishment.

2) Pushing the octatonic scale (see 4), where notes lose their meaning.
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3) Same as 1) - but now using the musical b13th as well.

4) Circling around the harsh 13th leaving the ear quite confused.

5) A musical use of the b13th; also presenting a delicate chromatic 

embellishment, as part of the octatonic scale

Be aware of the fact that speed has an effect on the direction of the music.  

Stuff that is played fast has more horizontal power; slow stuff is more vertical.  

This means that fast octatonic runs and phrases can sound fantastic, and that 

a few notes per bar are likely to be more connected to the harmonic reality.
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4 
In Practise 

The repertoire of standards is filled with diminished chords.  It is beautiful to 

see how the composers dealt with the melodies on top of the diminished 
chords.  I will give you many examples, all transposed to C major, so you can 

see the coherence:

Idim: this chord really wants to show the root (or b10) of its hidden 

dominant. 

Misty 

                        Idim   I              
                        1 of hidden dominant (HD) - B7/C

Spring Is Here 

         Idim               I               Idim                           I              
          1 of HD - B7/C                     1 of HD - B7/C
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Poor Butterfly 

  
        II             V                      Idim            I                     (  V )         VI
                                                b10 of HD - B7/C

#Idim: this chord speaks for itself so much that all kinds of notes can be used 

as a melody above it.

Once I Loved 

         I           #Idim              II                         #IIdim               III
                     5 of HD - A7/C#                                7 of HD - B7/D#

Easy Living 

        I           #Idim       II                 #IIdim       
                     b9 of HD - A7/C#              7 and b9 of HD - B7/D#  

Bewitched 

        I              #Idim       II              #IIdim       III          (  V )            IV
                       b10 of HD - A7/C#        b9 of HD - B7/D#
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Blame It On My Youth 

       II       #Idim        II   (  V )     II       #Idim         II        V
                5 of HD - A7/C#                        7 of HD - A7/C# (note the b13th)

A Fine Romance 

        I          #Idim           II           #IIdim           III
                     1 of HD - A7/C#            1 of HD - B7/D#

Isn’t It Romantic 

         I            #Idim       II         V
                       7 of HD - A7/C#

A Foggy Day 

        I                #Idim      II                  V
                             b9 of HD - A7/C#
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Making Whoopee 

                       I        #Idim         II        V
                                5 and 7 of HD - A7/C#

Mean To Me 

       I             #Idim     II           V
                     1 of HD - A7/C#

Polkadots and Moonbeams 

       I          #Idim         II               V
                  5 of HD - A7/C#

What A Wonderful World 

       VI                   #Idim            II   #Idim   II      V
                            7 of HD - A7/C#     5 of HD - A7/C#
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#IIdim: this chord speaks for itself as much as #Idim does.  It leads up to the 

III.  The melody note can be anything, it is interesting to see how often the 7th 

is used, a note that is part of the diminished chord, thus not exposing the 

hidden dominant.

In The Wee Small Hours Of The Morning 

      II         #IIdim        I6       (  V )       II
                 7 of HD - B7/D#

Lover, Come Back To Me 

      IIdom                 #IIdim      I6                      IV
                                b9 of HD - B7/D#

Young And Foolish 

        II               II    #IIdim   I6                   (  V )            VI                 
                               7 of HD - B7/D#                                                         
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bIIIdim: this might be the most utilised and most important diminished chord 

in the repertoire.  It is fascinating to notice how often the composers used 

the root of the hidden dominant as a melody.  Really creating that classical 

and pure first inversion sound:

        III            bIIIdim        II               V 

All The Things You Are 

      III                    bIIIdim        II
                             1 of HD - B7/D#

Someday My Prince Will Come 

       III             bIIIdim       II          V
                       1 of HD - B7/D#

Body And Soul 

       III       bIIIdim    II    
                 1 of HD - B7/D#
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       II               V            III           bIIIdim            II             V
                                                    b10 of HD - B7/D#

I Can’t Give You Anything But Love 

      I                      bIIIdim             II    
                             1 and b9 of HD - B7/D#

Unforgettable 

       I                                         bIIIdim                II   
                                                 1 of HD - B7/D#

The Song Is You 

       I                     bIIIdim              II   
                             1 of HD - B7/D#

Let’s Call The Whole Thing Off 

      I            bIIIdim       II          V
                  1 of HD - B7/D#
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My Romance 

       I      IV         III       bIIIdim    II       V
                                    1 of HD - B7/D#

Night And Day 

     #IVhalf-dim   IV from mi   III                bIIIdim          II
                                                             b10 of HD - B7/D#

Smile 

       I                   bIIIdim           II                 (  V )              II
                           7 of HD - B7/D#

Out Of Nowhere 

       III            bIIIdim     II          V           I
                      7 of HD - B7/D#

Gone With The Wind 

       III                  bIIIdim           II                    V
                            b9 of HD - B7/D#
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Everything Happens To Me 

       II            V           III          bIIIdim  II            V 
                                              b9 of HD - B7/D# 

Long Ago And Far Away 

      I6    bIIIdim      II           V             I
             b9 of HD - B7/D#

Embraceable You 

        I                 bIIIdim          II   
                           7 of HD - B7/D#

IVdim: this chord is very rarely found.  The song below is a beautiful example 

though.

The Nearness Of You 

       I                   ( II       V )     IV                IVdim            III
                                                                 3 and 5 of HD - G7/F
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#IVdim: this chord is a very standard chord in blues, but we also find fantastic 

examples in the standard repertoire. Interestingly enough, very often the 

melody note belongs to the diminished chord, and we do not find the 

completion through the exposition of the root of the hidden dominant.  In 

solos the root and b10 of the hidden dominant still sound fantastic though. 

If I Were A Bell 

       I          I           IV      #IVdim    I
                                       7 of HD - B7/F#

Oh, Lady Be Good 

       IV          #IVdim             I
                     7 of HD - B7/F#

Over The Rainbow 

       IV       #IVdim    III 
                  7 of HD - B7/F#

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes 

       I       bIIIdim      II       V            ( II    V )  IV     #IVdim     III       VI
               1 and b10 of HD - B7/D#                                b10 of HD - B7/F#
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  In My Solitude

        IV                     #IVdim               I
                                 spelled out diminished - to b9 of HD - B7/F#

Them There Eyes 

      IV                 #IVdim         I                           

Too Close For Comfort 

       IVblues           #IVdim              I 
                            b10 and 3 of HD - B7/F#

You Go To My Head 

      IV                     #IVdim               I 
                               3 and 7 of HD - B7/F#

You Are Too Beautiful 

      IV          #IVdim     I       ( V )     II
                    b9 of HD - B7/F#
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It’s Only A Paper Moon 

       IV    #IVdim   I     (  V )       II
               3 of HD - B7/F#

Vdim: a chord not used so often.  It functions somewhat like 1dim; so implies 

the dominant half a step below.

How Long Has This Been Going On 

        V                  Vdim            V       (  V )     IV
                           b10 and b9 of HD - F#7/G

#Vdim: this chord speaks for itself really.  A first inversion of the dominant for 

the VI.

I Remember Clifford 

       I    (  V )         IV      #IVdim       V          #Vdim        VI        VI2

                      VI  
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My One And Only Love 

       I                VI              II          V  #Vdim   VI        IV
                                                         b10 and b9 of HD - E7/G#

VIIdim: another chord that speaks for itself.  It is very rare to find it on the 

VII in major - but in in minor key we meet it sometimes.

How Insensitive 

in cmi:  I                          VIIdim                  ( V   )
                                       1 of HD - G7/B

My Funny Valentine 

in cmi:  I                 VIIdim         I
                              5th of HD - G7/B

And a fantastic Gershwin song full of diminished chords:
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Someone To Watch Over Me 

       I        (  V )        IV         IVdim    I             bIIIdim 
                                                             3 of HD - G7/F                7 of HD - B7/D#

    V       #Idim    II           IIIdim  IV   #IVhalf-dim    V
                      7 of HD - A7/C#      5 of HD - C7/E

Some more fascinating diminished situations:

You Do Something To Me 

       III         bIIIdim    II                 #Idim  (  T-II     T  )    II       V
                   b9 of HD - B7/D#           1 of HD - A7/C#

It Had To Be You 

       VI          bIIIdim        V        #Idim          V          V 
                    7 of HD - B7/D#         1 of HD - A7/C#
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S’Wonderful 

Very interesting how the melody of the first and last A-section differ, and 

how this affects the diminished chord underneath it.  So much thoughtfulness 

and craftsmanship by George Gershwin.

 

            I                                #Idim                         II
                                         7 and 5 of HD - A7/C#

                                         7th and 5th of HD - A7/C#

          I                               bIIIdim                       II
                                         b9 and 7 of HD - B7/D#

Like Someone In Love 

A beautiful example of the fact that harmonic analysis can only be done with 

the ear.  F#dim could be the #IVdim in C - or the #IIdim in Eb.  By adding the 

root of the hidden dominant to the chord it becomes clear that it is the 

#IVdim in C, and we hear a sudden modulation back to the original key of Eb 

(I give you the example in the original key because of the modulation).

           C△       F#dim       Gmi7   C7       Fmi7     Bb7        Eb△

 in C:     I            #IVdim  Eb:  III     (  V )      II          V            I
                         7 of HD - B7/F#
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Taking A Chance On Love

Here again I show you the song in the original key, because of the 

modulation.  Again, it can only be the ear that will decide the functions of the 

harmony.  The ear wants to modulate back to F - but F minor in fact.  This is 

the reason for the #IVdim to be ( V ) V as well. It is only on the beginning of 

the last A that we are back in the main tonality of F major.

        Bbmi7    Eb7           Ab△     Adim       Bbmi7             Bdim       C7 

in Ab:  II           V              I          #Idim       II = IV in Fmi    #IVdim     V 
                                                 7 of HD - F7/A            

Tea For Two 

A fantastic exception to the rule.  The mind would logically think that the 

first IIIdim chord is the (  V ) IV.  But the ear tells us “no”. In fact we are 

playing: II (  V ) II  (  V ) II - a meaningless, yet attractive movement within the 
subdominant chord.

        II           IIIdim        IV           IIIdim      II    
                    7 of HD - A7/E             7 of HD - A7/E

Tenderly 

       II from mi       V  #Vdim    VI                 IIdom   #IIdim       III      (  V )    
                                7 of HD - E7/G#                           b9 and 7 of HD - B7/D#
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Thanks For The Memory 

        I          #Idim  II           I       (  V )        II            #Idim      II      II  
                   b9 of HD - A7/C#                                           5 of HD - A7/C#  

       Ab△     Fmi7     Bbmi7  Eb7  Ab△              Adim             

in Ab: I          VI         II          V     I                #Idim = #IVdim in C:    I          VI
                                                                   b9 of HD - F7/A  = B7

You’d Be So Nice To Come Home To 

      #IVdim     I                  #Vdim        VI                IIdom

       7 of HD - B7/F#                7 of HD - E7/G#

I’m In The Mood For Love 

       II           V         Idim   ( T )  III         bIIIdim   II
                               1 of HD - B7/F#          1 of HD - B7/D#

There is a place within a certain harmonic progression in which it is very 
elegant to insert a specific diminished chord.  Make sure that the melody can 

stand this harmonic enrichment though.
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In My Solitude 

         I               ( II         V  )          IV

becomes:

         I    (bIIIdim  II         V )          IV
              1 of HD - E7/G#

Isn’t It Romantic

        I                           ( II      V )     IV
becomes:

        I           (bIIIdim      II      V )       IV
                    b10 of HD - E7/G#

Like Someone In Love 

        I                         ( II      V )    IV
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becomes:

        I           (bIIIdim    II       V )     IV
                    1 of HD - E7/G#

A mistake that is often made is the mixing up of the ( V ) II and the bIIIdim.   

On superficial listening these chords both move smoothly between III and I, 

but it is the melody that will be quite different - and will, on closer inspection, 
not go with the “wrong” chord.  Especially as a bassist, it is a mistake that is 

quickly made, but really leads to the unattractive sound of (in C) a B7 chord 

with an “a” in the bass.

        III    (  V )    II      V             III   bIIIdim  II      V               confused

Pennies from Heaven 

       I                    bIIIdim            II 
                            b10 and 1 of HD - B7/D#
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The Second Time Around 

       I                     III        bIIIdim        II 
                             1 of HD - B7/D#

Both examples would sound quite bad with A7 instead of Ebdim.  The more 

you feed your ear the sound of the bIIIdim in the appropriate places, the 

stronger your intuition will become.

There is a fascinating harmonic device that lays bare the essential relationship 

between the diminished chord and its hidden dominant.  What this does is 
that it literally replaces the diminished chord with its hidden dominant, but 

also suspends the dominant with its subdominant.

       III      bIIIdim   II              III       (  V )       II             III      ( II     V )    II

                                                                III                                        III

There are a few songs that actually have changed over the years and will 

show you this phenomenon:
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It Could Happen To You 

         I              #Idim               II               #IIdim              III

became:

       C△           Emi7b5   A7    Dmi7         F#mi7b5    B7     C△

There Will Never Be Another You 

         I                        #IVdim           I         IVblues             

became:

       C△                     F#mi7b5  B7   C△     F7

Alone Together 

a mi:  IV  =  II                              bIIIdim          II         V           I

became:
        Dmi7                                F#mi7b5  B7  Dmi7   G7            C△
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Like Someone In Love 

       II                   #IIdim           I6            
became:
       Dmi7            F#mi7b5  B7  C△

Stella By Starlight 

               bIIIdim                            II            V            
became:   F#mi7b5   B7                                  Dmi7     G7

My Foolish Heart

This song is mostly played with the above phenomenon as part of the 

composition.  It is very attractive though to replace this back to a diminished 

chord.

        II                       ( II     V )       I        (  V )          VI         
could be:
      Dmi7                  D#dim         Emi7    E7          Ami

I Should Care 

        I                        ( II     V )      ( II           V )          IV        

could be:
      C△                      Abdim         Gmi7    C7          F△
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This replacement can in fact be used on many of the diminished chords 

mentioned before.  It is a reharmonisation though that you will have to agree 

on with the other players.

A few examples:

All The Things You Are 

      III                      bIIIdim          II

can become:
      Emi7                F#mi7b5  B7  Dmi7

Someday My Prince Will Come 

      III                   bIIIdim              II

can become:

     Emi7               F#mi7b5  B7    Dmi7

Diminished chords have a special place within the standard repertoire.  Often 
misunderstood, often abused by superficial diminished licks and tricks.  A true 

understanding of the chord will help you to be a better musician.  Play 

through all the examples; think, listen and feel the beauty of this special 

chord. 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the year Hein started to play with, and arrange for Dee Dee Bridgewater, with whom he has been 
performing at most of the important festivals and stages in Europe (Montreux, Antibes, Vienne, Berlin, 
Northsea, London ....) as well as in the USA (Carnegie Hall, Village Vanguard, Montreal, Newport 
Festival...) and Japan (Keystone Corner, Blue Note).  After three albums and numerous tours and 
performances Hein and Dee Dee's paths separated in 1996 since Hein wanted to pursue his own career 
as a leader and producer.

In July 1990 Hein made the first album under his own name, a duo with Lee Konitz. Several tours 
followed.  In 1994 he created his group BASELINE with John Abercrombie and Joe LaBarbara.  This group 
recorded several albums and toured all over Europe.  

1994 was also the year in which Hein co-founded the jazz label Challenge Records, for which he 
produced a number of successful recordings.  Four of them received an Edison (Dutch Grammy) for best 
Jazz recording of the year.

In 1996 Hein became the head of the bass section in the Jazz department of the royal conservatory in 
The Hague.  In this year he also was awarded the prestigious Prins Bernhard Foundation Music Prize.  He 
received this prize for his importance in the development of European Jazz as well as for his stimulating 
role as mentor and producer of many young musicians in Holland.

In 1998 Hein received the Bird Award of the Northsea Jazz Festival.  In this year he was also elected as 
"Best European Acoustic Bass Player" by a referendum of the Belgian radios RTBF and VRT.

During a sabbatical period spent in South Africa in 2001/2002 Hein started writing his "Comprehensive 
Bass Method".  This extensive method on bass playing (950 pages) became available in 2007 and is slowly 
becoming the standard work for the double bass worldwide.

From 2008 to 2010 Hein was the artistic manager of the Rotterdam Jazz Academy and was leading this 
internationally orientated school with great flair and enthusiasm.

In 2010 Hein decided to basically stop his travelling career as a performing bassist and moved with his 
family to South Africa to run a guest house, and dedicate his life to writing and education.  He is a 
lecturer at the university of Cape Town (UCT).

Hein has performed with many artists over the years.  To name a few: Chet Baker - Freddie Hubbard - 
Roy Hargrove - Woody Shaw - Kenny Wheeler - Tom Harrell - Nat Adderley - Abbey Lincoln - Meredith 
d’Ambrosio - Marlena Shaw - Tony Bennett - Mark Murphy - Jack DeJohnette - Ed Thigpen - Joe 
Labarbera - Elliot Zigmund - Peter Erskine - Idris Muhammad - Billy Hart - John Abercrombie - Tal Farlow 
- Larry Coryell - Dave Pike - Toots Thielemans - Hank Jones - Tommy Flanagan - Michel Petrucciani - 
Enrico Pieranunzi - Barry Harris - Horace Silver - Junior Mance - Walter Davis Jr. - Tete Montoliu - 
Horace Parlan - Jacki Byard - Slide Hampton - Bob Brookmeyer - Joe Lovano - Lee Konitz - Johnny 
Griffin - Benny Golson - Red Holloway - Charlie Rouse - Bobby Watson - Lew Tabackin - Gary Bartz - 
Archie Shepp - Rick Margitza - Charlie Mariano... 



all the subjects in this series are covered in “Comprehensive Bass Method”
available - world wide - through: www.comprehensivebassmethod.com

http://www.comprehensivebassmethod.com







